International Lhoist Berghmans Master Scholarship

Internationalisation has been a target for the Louvain School of Engineering (EPL) for some time. In the past few years, however, it has become a priority in which the faculty is willing to invest time and resources. The International Lhoist Berghmans Innovation Chair launched on January 1st 2014 with the support of Fondation Louvain is a significant contribution to the internationalisation strategy of the school. It is in fact the largest sponsorship of EPL's history.

The global objective of the Chair is the development of an ambitious international programme which will attract and educate highly talented Belgian and international students and prepare them to be confronted to industrial competition in international environments.

One of the actions undertaken to achieve this global objective is the award of a merit-based scholarship inviting brilliant students from abroad to do their master in Engineering at EPL.
Scholarship Information

GENERAL INFORMATION
• Name: International Lhoist Berghmans Master Scholarship
• Deadline: By January 15th or by April 15th at the lastest for the following academic year starting in September
• Total Value: €10.000
• Number of scholarships available per year: 5
• Minimum GPA: 3.2/4 (equivalent to 80%)

SPECIFIC INFORMATION
• School year: Open to students who have successfully obtained their bachelor degree in Engineering
• Academic requirements: Candidates should have solid bases in all four domains:
  – Applied mathematics
  – Chemistry
  – Mathematics
  – Physics
• Majors:
  – Chemical & materials science engineering
  – Civil engineering
  – Computer science engineering
  – Electrical engineering
  – Electro-mechanical engineering
  – Mathematical engineering
  – Mechanical engineering
  – Physical engineering
• Citizenship: North America, South America, Russia, India, South East Asia and Pacific have a preference but no exclusivity
• Language: Should English not be the student’s mother tongue, the Internet-based TOEFL or IELTS requirements below must be satisfied.
  – TOEFL iBT: overall score of 85 or higher, with no subscore below 20
  – IELTS: overall score of 6.5, with no subscore below 6.0
  – Proficiency in French is an asset

For further information on the scholarship please send an email to: infolhoistscholarship@uclouvain.be

www.uclouvain.be/en-chairelhoistberghmans